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This manuscript is a collection of many of the known
results in the theory of generalized filters ( ^ -filters)
as well as an extension of some of the work in this area.
The relation of 3 -filters to compact ificat ions and real -
compact ificat ions is given special attention. Special
emphasis is also given to the concept of tracing .
After the necessary preliminaries are disposed of,
Section I motivates the study of ^ -filters by discussing the
collection of zero -sets and then the Wallman compactification
.
The concept of realcompactification is also mentioned.
Section II introduces the concept of
>J
-filters and exhibits
many of the elementary facts about these generalized filters.
The beginning of Section III deals with the convergence
of ^ -filters. The Frink or Wallman -type compact ificat ion of
a Tychonoff space is presented in detail. The generalization
of this method in constructing realcompactifications in
Tychonoff spaces is also discussed. The section closes with
the presentation of some tracing results. Finally, Section
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This thesis assumes the reader is familiar with the
basics of general topology. Many of the results in this
manuscript are contained in or are generalizations from A
Treatise on Realcompactness by M. Weir [33] and the notes of
R. Alo and H. Shapiro [2]. The text Rings of Continuous
Functions by L. Gillman and M. Jerison [11] provides much of
the motivation for this investigation and is referred to
frequently. When a precise reference to one of the above
works is helpful, the notation ([33], 1.3) is used to specify
Section 3 of Chapter 1 of [33].
A topological space is an ordered pair (X, x) where X is
a non-empty set and t is the family of all open subsets of X.
Usually the t is suppressed and (X, t) is denoted simply by X.
When A is a subset of a topological space X, it will be as-
sumed that A is a topological space equipped with the
relative topology t. = { Gn A : G c t }.
The power set of any set X is denoted by /P (X) . The
empty set is represented by
.
For a subset A of X and a
subcollection £ of fP (X) the trace of £ on A is the collection
{ CnA : C ej£}of subsets of A and is represented by g AA.
The natural numbers are denoted by (hi .
The interior of a subset A of a topological space X is
represented by int„ A, or simply int A when no confusion
results. Similarly, the closure of A is abbreviated by

cly A or cl A. The complement of A with respect to X is
denoted by X \ A
.
The topological space X is called a T,- space in case for
each xeX the singleton set {x} is closed. The space X is
Hausdorf
f
when for every pair of distinct points x,yeX there
are disjoint open sets U and V such that xeU and yeV. The
space X is completely regular in case for each xeX and each
closed set F which does not contain x there is a continuous
function f from X into the reals such that f(x) = and
f (F) c {1} . Furthermore X is a Tychonoff space when X is
a completely regular T-.- space. Finally X is a normal space
in case for each pair of disjoint closed sets F-. and F
?
there
exist disjoint open sets U and V such that F, c u and FpCV.
In a topological space X a collection 6 of closed subsets
is called a base for the closed sets if each closed set can
be written as the intersection of elements of & . Equiva-
lently (8 is a base for the closed sets in case for each
closed set FcX and each point xeX \ F there is a basic closed
set Be IB satisfying FCB and x$B.
The collection of all continuous , real-valued functions
on a topological space X is denoted by C(X) . The set C(X)
can be made into a ring by defining two operations by the
formulas: (f+g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) and (fg)(x) = f(x)g(x)
where f,ge C(X) and xeX.
A topological space X is said to be compact in case every
open covering of X has a finite subcovering. Equivalent ly,

X is compact if and only if every family of closed sets with
the finite intersection property has non-empty intersection
([15], 5.1).
Gilman and Jerison in ([11], 4) investigate the relation-
ships between a Tychonoff space X that is compact and the
associated algebraic ring C(X) . They show the known result
that two compact Hausdorff spaces are homeomorphic if and
only if their respective associated algebraic ring s of
continuous , real-valued functions are algebraically isomorphic .
In other words, the topology of a compact Hausdorff space X
is determined by the ring C(X) . This result is obtained in
the following way.
For a compact space X every maximal ideal in the ring C(X)
is of the form M
x
= { feC(X) : f(x) = } for xeX, and these
maximal ideals are distinct for distinct points of X. The
collection 7)1 of all maximal ideals in C(X) is made into a
topological space by taking as a base for the closed sets in
% all sets of the form { M : feM } for feC(X) . It can be
shown that % is a well-defined Hausdorff space and that the
function g from X into % defined by g(x) = M for each xeX is
A
a bijection. Notice that for any feC(X), the maximal ideal
M
x
belongs to the collection B = { Me °Pi : feM} if and only if
f(x) = 0. Hence, g
_1 [B] = { xeX : g(x) eB } = {x£ X : f(x) = 0}
This observation is used to establish that the mapping g is
a homeomorphism of X onto ^([11], 4.9).
It turns out that sets of the form { x e X : f(x) = }
for f £ C(X), as introduced in the preceding discussion, play

an important role in the study of Tychonoff spaces and
deserve further investigation.
Let X be a topological space and let feC(X) . The set
Z(f) = { x G X : f(x) = } is called the zero-set of f.
If A <=X, then A is a zero -set in case A = Z(f) for some
feC(X). The collection { Z(f) : f e C(X) } of all zero-sets
on X is denoted by X (X) . It is clear that each zero-set is
closed.
Notice that Z(f) = Z(|f|) = Z(fn ). If f -: then Z(f) = X
and if f e 1 then Z(f) = 0. The following lemma [11] furnishes
some more interesting properties of the zero-sets and provides
motivation for some of the generalizations which occur later.
1 . 1 Lemma . Let X be_ a topological space and t>( X
)
be the collection of zero -sets on X. The following statements
are true :
(1) The collection t>(X) is_ closed under
finite unions .
(2) The collection £(X) is_ closed under
countable intersections .
(3) Every zero -set may be represented as
a countable intersection of open sets
{k) The space X is_ completely regular if
and only if *&(X) is_ a base for the closed sets .
(5) If X is_ completely regular , then every





Proof : (1) Let f,geC(X). Since C(X) is a ring,
fgeC(X) . Moreover, it is easy to verify that
Z(f)UZ(g) = Z(fg). Hence % (X) is closed under finite unions.
(2) Let { f eC(X) : ncfrJ} be a countable collection
of elements of C(X) . For each nefhllet h be the constant
function h =2~ and define a function £ by g = min{f ,h }.
n °n J ton n* n
From analysis g e C(X) . Furthermore, g(x) = Y e (x) is
n neM^1
also in C(X) because |g (x)|<2~ so that the above series
converges uniformly. It is easy to see that
{ Z(f
n
) : n e IhJ > = { Z(g
n
) : n ejtf}= Z(g). Hence £(X) is
closed under countable intersections.
(3) Let feC(X) and let G = { xeX : |f(x)|<l/n }
for each neffJ. Note that each G is an open set. One can
verify that Z(f) = 0( G : ne W } . Therefore each zero-set
may be represented as a countable intersection of open sets;
i.e., is a G^-set in X.
(*0 Let X be completely regular and let F be a
closed set and xeX\F. Then there exists a feC(X) such that
f(x) = 1 and f(F) c {0}. Hence Fcz(f) and x$Z(f) so that
£(X) is a base for the closed sets. Conversely, let Z(X)
be a base for the closed sets and let F be a closed set with
xeX\F. Then there is a geC(X) such that FcZ(g) and x$Z(g).
So g(x) = c where c is a non-zero constant. Define the
function f = -g. Then feC(X) and it is easily verified that
f(x) = 1 and f(F) c{0}. Hence X is completely regular.

(5) Let xeX and let N(x) be a neighborhood of x.
Then there is a closed set F such that XMN(x)cF and x$F.
Since X is completely regular, there is a feC(X) such that
f(x) = 1 and f(F) c{0} . Let h,keC(X) be the functions
h = 2/3 and k=l/3. Since
A = { xeX : f(x) > 2/3 } = Z(min {f-h, 0} ) and
B = { xeX : f(x) < 1/3 } = Z(max { f-k , 0} ), the sets
A and B are disjoint zero-set neighborhoods of { x } and F
respectively. Furthermore, A cn(x) because X^N(x) cb and
BOA =0. Thus, xe int ACACN(x).
Prior to the introduction of zero-sets, an interesting
property of compact spaces was discussed. The compact spaces
enjoy other important properties. For instance, continuous
real-valued functions assume their infimums and supremums
.
It is therefore often desirable to embed a space into a
compact space. A compactification of a space X is an ordered
pair (f,Y) where Y is a compact space and f is a homeomorphism
from X onto a dense subspace of Y. A compactification is
called Hausdorff in case Y is a Hausdorff space.
Wallman [32] developed a technique for constructing a
Hausdorff compactification of any normal space . An outline
of the essential steps in his procedure ([15], 5.R) provides
insight into later developments of this paper.
Let X be a T,- space, let $ be the family of all closed
subsets of X and let w( ? ) be the collection of all subfamilies
10

T: of 3 which have the finite intersection property and are
maximal in 3 relative to this property. If Teco( 3), then
f is closed under finite intersections. For each closed
subset F of X let F* = {fc w ( % ) : F e T } . Then u ( J ) can
be made into a compact topological space by taking as a base
for the closed sets the collection { F* : F e % } . For each
xeX, let f(x) = {F e S : xcF }. It can be shown that f is a
homeomorphism of X onto a dense subspace of u( 3)« Moreover,
if X is normal then 0)( % ) is Hausdorff
.
Frink [10] generalized Wallman's method by constructing
Hausdorff compactifications for arbitrary Tychonoff spaces.
He used the notion of a normal base £ (which will be defined
later) to construct the space <o( ^ ) of all subfamilies % of
% which have the finite intersection property and are maximal
in % relative to this property. Frink's construction will be
presented in detail in Section III and motivates many of the
concepts to be presented in this manuscript.
The concept of a realcompact space (originally known as a
Q-space) is due to E. Hewitt [14]. The theory of realcompact
spaces [33] is in many ways analogous to the theory of compact
spaces. In fact, the realcompact spaces are determined by the
associated algebraic ring C(X) just as the compact spaces are
determined by the subring C*(X) of all bounded functions in
C(X) . (Note that for a compact space X the rings C(X) and
C*(X) coincide since every continuous, real-valued function
on a compact space is bounded.) There are many equivalent
11

formulations for the concept of a realcompact space (See
[33], 2.5.1, 2.5.4, 2.5.5, 2.5.9, 2.6.4, 2.6.11, 3.11.6,
4.13.25). This manuscript will define a realcompact space
as a Tychonoff space X that can be homeomorphically embedded
as a closed subspace in a product of real lines. An equiv-
alent characterization of realcompactness will be given later
on in this work.
In [3] Alo and Shapiro use a variation of Frink ' s notion
of a normal base in order to construct realcompactifications
of Tychonoff spaces that are of the Wallman or Frink type.
Their considerations will also motivate many of the definitions
and results to be presented in this manuscript.
12

II. THE CONCEPT OF %
-
FILTERS
The theory of filters plays an important role in
topology. A generalization of the filter concept provides
a useful tool for the study of compactness and realcompact-
ness as was mentioned earlier. This thesis assembles and
extends some of the work that has been done with generalized
filters and relates this work to compactifications and
realcompactifications . The following definition is fundamental
2.1 Definition . If X is a non-empty set and if
% c ff(X) is closed under finite intersections, then a col-
lection % of elements in $ is a 5
-
filter on X when the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The collection % is non-empty and jfee v •
(2) If A and B belong to % , then AnBel
(3) If Ae 8 and A contains an element of % ,
then Ae % .
If 8 = fP(X), then % -filters are simply
the familiar Bourkaki filters. Since the zero-sets are
closed under countable intersections, the zero-sets may.be
used for % and the corresponding zero-set-filters (or %-
filters) are then considered. Throughout the remainder of
this paper, it will be assumed that the collection ^ is_
Closed .under finite intersections.
13

2.2 Definition . A collection # of members of a
^ -filter T; is called a base for % if for each kz.% there




Lemma . Let <8 be_ a subcollection of 3 . The
collection © is_ a base for a 3 -filter ^ if and only if
both of the following hold :
( 1
)
The collection B ij3_ non -empty and (f) 4 (B .
(2) The intersection of any two elements of
(B contains a member of B .
Proof: Let © be a base for a 3 -filter % . Th en
(8 is non-empty by definition of a 3 -filter base and the
fact that % is non-empty. Moreover, & c '-o implies ft £ (B> .
Also, from (8 c « and the definition of £ -filter,
B-, , Bp e(B implies B, fl B„ et. Then by definition there
is a member of (8 contained in B, f) B„ .
Conversely, suppose (1) and (2) hold. Consider
^ = { Ae 3 : BCA, Be S } . If ^ is a 3 -filter, then clearly
(8 is a base for u . From (1) and the fact that (B c u
,
the collection *£ is non-empty and ^ 't . The intersection
of any two elements of % contains the intersection of two
elements of (B which in turn contains a member of (8 by (2) .
It follows that the intersection of any two elements of u
must belong to % . Finally, let Ze# such that Z "=> A where
Ae % . Th.n there is a Befi such that Z^A'B. Hence ^ z% .
14

Therefore, tis a & -filter with base (8 .
2.3.1 Remark .
If © is a base for a 3 -filter, then the J -filter
1> = {Ae2 : Bca for some Be® } of the preceding proof is
called the % -filter generated by (8 . Moreover, if (8 is a
base for the % -filter o a . then % is the $ -filter generated
by (B •
It is easy to show from the definitions that if
& is a subcollection of £ , then there is a % -filter con-
taining <£) if and only if every finite subcollection of #
has non-empty intersection.
The following lemma will be used frequently.
2 . k Lemma . Let % be_ a ^ -filter on X and let Ae 2 .
Then % u {A} is_ contained in some $
-
filter if and only if
A meets every member of % .
Proof : The necessity is clear because the empty set
cannot belong to any % -filter. On the other hand suppose
A meets every member of % and let (8 = % n A. By hypothesis
<f) g fi , and since % is non-empty, the same holds true of IB .
The intersection of two elements of B belongs to (8 because
% is closed under finite intersections. Hence by (2.3),
(B generates a 3 -filter # satisfying ^ c^ and Ae # .
An examination of the trace of 3 -filters reveals diffi-
culties not present in the study of Bourbaki filters. One
15

question which arises is what should be taken as the distin-
guished collection of subsets of A. Suppose for the moment
that the collection ? r\ A is selected. After all, the power
set of A is given by fP (X) n A. Recall that for a Bourbaki
filter % and a subset A of X the trace of % on A is a filter
if and only if A meets every member of % . The following
example illustrates that this result need not hold for
% -filters.
Let X be the natural numbers, let the collection £ be
given by { {1}, {1,^}, (2,3), (1,2,3),^} and let A = {1,4}.
Notice that % is closed under finite intersections and that
$ A A = { {1}, {1,4}, 0} . The collection % = { {1,2,3} }
is a 3 -filter but ^ n A = {{l}} 'is clearly not a 3 n A -
filter.
Next, suppose the collection of zero-sets is the distin-
guished collection of interest. Let X be the real line and
let A be defined as X \ {a} where a is a point in X. Notice
that the set { xeX : x>a } is a zero-set of A determined by
the continuous function f on A which takes x>a into and x<a
into 1. .However, f does not have a continuous extension to
all of X. In other words, there exists a zero-set on A
determined by a continuous function f which is not obtained
by the intersection of A with the zero-set of a function on the
whole space.
This example suggests the blanket assumption that 3 n A
be taken as the distinguished collection of subsets of A
16

should not be made. Throughout the remainder of this paper,
% A ^^ denote simply an arbitrary subcollection of fP ( A) .
The following lemmas investigate the problem of tracing with
% -filters. Additional results will be obtained in Section
III. The following definition will be useful.
2.5 Definition . Let X be a set and let 3 c fFU). The
collection ^ is a ring of sets in case it is closed under
finite unions and also finite intersections.
The power set of any set is clearly a ring of sets.





Lemma . Let A c X and let % be_ a % -filter with base
(g such that 3 a ~* o H A. Then the following statements are
equivalent :
(1) The set A meets every member of t .
(2) The collection % n A generates a
3 A-filter.
(3) The collection fin A is a % .-filter base .
Proof : (1) implies (2). The collection % A is
non-empty by hypothesis since % is non-empty. By (1) the
empty set does not belong to % n A. Finally the intersection
of two members of ^OA belongs to % A since % is closed
under finite intersections. Hence, by (2.3) the collection
% C\ A generates a 2A~filter *
17

(2) implies (3)- Since 6 is non-empty, the same is
true of (BnA. The empty set is not in (8 D A because 8 c %
and tnA generates a $ .-filter. The intersection of two
elements of (8 A contains a member of (8 f) A since the inter-
section of any two elements of (B contains an element of (B .
(3) implies (1). Any Fe % contains a Be(B by definition
of filter base. Hence P fi A is non-empty because FflA^BfiA,
and B n A is non-empty by (3).
2.7 Lemma . Let ACX, $ be_ a ring of sets , 3 C J n A,
and let % be a 3 -filter with base (g satisfying ^fi A c 3 . .
If (Bn A is_ a % .-filter base on A, then /8 n A generates the
3 *
-
filter ^ n A.
Proof : Let $ be the 8 .-filter generated by (Bfl A. For
any Fe*£ there is a Be(B such that F => B. Then F n A => B n A so
that FO A e # . Hence Tj A c # . On the other hand, let
Ge $ . Then there is a Be(B such that GoBflA. Furthermore,
since $ a c 3 n A, there is a Ze^ such that G = ZftA. Hence
Z A 3 B n A. Since J is a ring of sets, Z V B e $ . Moreover,
Z U B is necessarily in % . Hence (ZUB)HA = (ZnA)U(B(lA) :
Z A A = G is an element of % n A. That is, G c t/lA.
Therefore, # = t f\ h.
The proof of the following corollary is immediate from





Let A cX, 3 be a ring of sets
, 3 A
c 3 n A,
and let ^ b_e a %-filter with base (8 satisfying ^ n A C J .
The following statements are equivalent :
(1) The set A meets every member of H .
(2) The collection 6 n A is_ a % .- filter base .




Lemma . Let A c X and let $ be a 3 ..-filter tsuch that
for every Ge# there is a ZeJ such that Z A = G. If for
every Ze^ that contains an element of 8 it is true that Z fl A
belongs to 8 , then there is a_ 3 -filter ^ such that % (\ A = $ .
Proof : The collection ^= { Ze $ : Z => G, Ge#} is non-
empty because # is non-empty and for each Ge# there is a
ZeB with Z => G. The empty set is not in % since <p$ # . If
Z^jZpE 1?, then there are G-. ,G? e.$ such that Z-,3 G, and ZpPGp.
Hence Z, n Z
?
o G, H G
?
so that Z-.fi ZpE^T. Furthermore, if an
element of % contains an element of ^ , it must contain a
member of # and thus also belong to % . Hence, T^is a ^-filter.
Now, if Ze'Jthen Z :> G for some Ge # . Then by hypothesis,
ZoA e#. Hence tnA^. On the other hand, if Ge# then there
is a Ze£ such that ZnA = G. Hence Zz% by definition. There-
fore %c\k - # .
2 . 10 Corollary . If Acx and if # is a £ n A-filter , then
there exists a ^ -filter ^ such that % n A = >& .
19

Proof : For each Ge:# there is a Ze^ such that Z n A = G,
and for each Ze£ it is true that Z A AeHnA. If Ze£ contains
a member G of # , then Z n A => G implies that Z fl A is an
element of J& . Now apply (2.9).
A 3 -filter 'U is called a 3
-
ultrafilter provided it is a
maximal $ -filter with respect to the partial ordering of
set inclusion in the collection of all 3 -filter on X. In
other words j if ^ is a ^-filter containing^ then T;= *& .
The following result carries over from Bourbaki filters.
2.11 Lemma . Every %
-
filter is contained in a ^ -ultra-
filter.
Proof : Let t be a £ -filter and denote the collection of
^ -filters containing % by ^£(X) . Then ^,(X) is partially or-
dered by set ' inclusion. If $ is any chain in ^(X)
,
jbhen the un-
ion U$ of the ^-filters belonging to $ also belongs to ^(X) . This
assertion is established as follows. First, u $ is non-
empty because $ is non-empty. Also, 0g U $ because the empty
set does not belong to any $ -filter in $. Next, for any two
elements Z, and Z
?
of u$ there are filters 'X and $ in $
such that Z,c% and Z„£#. Since $ is a chain, it may be
assumed without loss of generality that % <= $ . Hence Z-. f\ Z ?
belongs to $ and therefore also belongs to u$. Finally, for
any Z £ ^ which contains an element Z^e u$, it is the case that
Z belongs to the £ -filter ^ satisfying Z.G^and ^e$ . Hence
the set Z is in u$. Thus every chain $ in 1>(X) has an
20

upper bound in Tl(X). By Zorn's Lemma the collection ^(X)
has a maximal element *U
. Suppose a 3-filter 8 contains c\k.
Then & must contain % and hence belong to ^J(X). Since ^U is
maximal in T^CX), the J-filter^ must be precisely %.
Therefore,^ is a J -ultrafilter which contains % which
completes the proof.
2.12 Lemma . Let 3 be a ring of sets such that AC 2 > let
Jv C % f\ A, and let % be a %-ultrafliter satisfying
*i A c 3 A. Then % (\A is a 3 -filter if and only if A£ % .
In this case % n A is , in fact , a 3 A-ultrafilter .
Proof : The set A meets every member of ^ because 'EnA is
a ^.-filter. By (2.4) the collection ¥ v {A } is contained in
a J -filter $. But % is maximal so t= & . Finally, Ae ^
because Ae $. Conversely, if Ae'?' then a meets every member
of£so that ^HA is a ^.-filter by (2.8). Now suppose there
is a J.-filter ft containing %r\k and let Ge#. By hypothesis
there is a set ZeJ such that ZfiA s G. For every FeTfthe inter-
section (PnA) n (ZflA) is non-empty because FnA belongs to J$ .
It follows that FnZ^^> . Once again (2.4) may be applied
so that ^u{ Z} is contained in a ^-filter 'V. As before it
follows that %= c\? so Zz%. Therefore, Zf)A = G belongs to
tnA so $= "in A. It then follows that ^f\A is a 2 '-ultra-
filter.
Recall that a space is compact if and only if every family
of closed sets with the finite intersection property has a
21

non-empty intersection. If % is a collection of closed sets,
for example the zero-sets, it follows that X will be compact
only if each ^-filter % is such that n { Zc % : Ze ^ } t <j>
because % has the finite intersection property. This observa-
tion leads to the next definition together with the lemma and
corollary which follow.
2.13 Definition . A ^-filter % is said to be fixed
provided fi{ Ze ^ : Ze % } £ <p ; otherwise, ^ is said to be
free .
2.1*1 Lemma . A Tychonof f space X is_ compact if and only if
every zero -set -ultrafilter ( Z-ultrafilter ) on X is_ fixed .
Proof : Since any r£-ultrafilter liis a collection of
closed sets with the finite intersection property, V. must be
fixed whenever X is compact. Now, suppose that every £-ul-
trafilter is fixed. Let £ be a family of closed sets with
the finite intersection property. By (1.1) the zero-sets are
a base for the closed sets so that each member of £ may be
represented as the intersection of a collection of zero-sets.
Let <8 = { Ze Z (X) : Ze{Z e £(X) : XeA }} where
C = H{ Z • XeA } for some Ce £ . Now let (8 consist of all
A
finite intersections of members of (B . The collection (& 1 is
a ^-filter base. This assertion is true because the finite
intersection property of £ together with the fact that each
member of (B contains an element of £ imply that & is a non-
empty collection such that 0$(0 / . Moreover, by the construc-
tion of (8 the intersection of two members of <B is in B .
22

Then (2.3) may be applied. It follows that (B is contained
in some Z-ultrafilter V, which is fixed by hypothesis.
Finally, H{ C : C e £ } *
<f>
because 0{ Ze Z(X) : Zz%} c
{ Ze Z(X) : Ze B 1 } c { Ze £(X) : Ze (8 } = 0{ C : Ce £ }
which completes the proof.
2.15 Corollary . A '. chonoff space X is_ compact if and
only if every *&
-
filter is fixed .
Proof : The proof simply consists of using (2.1*1) together
with the fact that every ^.-filter is contained in a
Z -ultrafilter
.
In Section I the Wallman compactification was discussed.
Observe that the collection co( 3 ) mentioned there is actually
the collection of all $ -ultrafilters on X where £ consists
of all the closed subsets of X. Moreover, the function f from
X into w( 3 ) defined by f(x) = { Ze 3 : xeZ } clearly maps each
point of X into a fixed $ -ultrafilter.
As has been noted, Frink [10] generalized Wallman's
method to obtain compactifications of arbitrary Tychonoff
spaces. His approach was to impose certain properties on
^ a Jp (X) that are analogous to those enjoyed by the
collection of closed sets in a normal space. It is then
possible to make co( ^ ) into a compact Hausdorff space such
that the points of X can be naturally identified with the
fixed $ -ultrafilters . Furthermore, it can be shown that
w( % ) contains a dense homeomorphic image of X.
23

When X is a T, -space, each point in X is a member of the
collection of all closed sets. Moreover, if xcX and ZcX
is a closed set such that x$Z, then there is a closed set
(namely {x}) such that {x} n Z = . These facts are used in
the Wallman compactification to show that for any xeX the
collection { Z : Z is closed, xeZ } is in u>( $ ) . This
observation motivates the introduction of the following con-
cepts which enable a similar result to be obtained for a more
arbitrary p .
2.16 Definition . For a non-empty set X, a non-empty
collection %<zff(X) is said to be ^ -disjunctive if for each
set Ze$ an(3 point x$Z there exists a Z-.e$ such that xeZ. and
Zo Z., =
<f>
. Tf X is a topological space, then 3 is said to be
disjunctive in case for each closed set F ex and point x$F
there exists a Ze^ such that xeZ and Z F =
.
Note that if 3 is a disjunctive collection of closed sets
of X, then 2 is $ -disjunctive . It is clear that in a T, -space
the collection of all closed sets is disjunctive as well as
J -disjunctive. The collection 7.(X) of all zero-sets on a
Tychonoff space X is disjunctive and since such sets are
closed, 'Zj(X) is also % -disjunctive . Also, note that the
power set of X is ^ -disjunctive , and if X is a T -.-space then
the power set is disjunctive. The importance of these results
is revealed in the following propositions.
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2.17 Lemma. If the collection £ is ^-disjunctive the n
for any point xeX the collection % = {Ze'^:xeZ}is
a fixed %
-
ultrafilter . Throughout the remainder of this
paper the notation % will refer to thi s particular
^ -ultrafilter .
Proof : Let ZE$ and suppose Z# % . Then x#Z so there
exists a Z,e3 such that xeZ, and ZnZ, = $ by the
5 -disjunctive property. It follows that % is non-empty.
The empty set is not in % because the point x belongs to
every element of % . The intersection of any two members
A
of % contains the point x and therefore belongs to % .
For any Z£$ that contains an element of % the point x
must belong to Z and hence Ze % . Clearly, xe (\{Z£%: Ze % } .
.A. A.
Now suppose that 8 is a £ -filter which contains % . If
B is a member of ft and B£ % , then x£B. Hence there is a
ZeJ such that xeZ and Zn B = . Thus, Z belongs to "£ and
hence to 8 . This contradicts the finite intersection property
of # . Hence ,& = *t which completes the proof.
2.18 Lemma . Let the collection 3 be_ %
-
disjunctive and let
1| be a B -ultrafilte r. Then % is fixed if and only if 1(= #v
for some xeX.
Proof : Let Ik be fixed and let xen( Ze 3 : Ze TO . Since ;? is
$ -disjunctive, t is a ^-ultrafilter . For any Ze'U the pointA
xeZ so that Ze£ . It follows that Olc "£ . Hence ^1= ^ YX XX





Whenever ^ is ^-disjunctive or whenever $ is a dis-
junctive collection of closed sets, the association of a
point xeX with the 3 -ultrafilter % in o)( % ) seems quite
.A.
natural. If this association is to be used to define a
mapping which embeds X into w( $ ) , then this association
must be one-to-one. These considerations motivate some of
the definitions which follow in the next section.
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III. CONVERGENCE and COMPACTIFICATIONS
The concept of the convergence of Bourbaki filters, or
equivalent ly that of the convergence of nets, plays a major
role in the study of continuity, compactness, and real-
compactness. The idea of £ -filter convergence is utilized
in obtaining Wallman-type compactifications and realcompacti-
fications . This section examines the convergence properties
of 3 -filters and exhibits the results that are useful in
obtaining these compactifications and realcompactifications
.
Recall that £ is_ always closed under finite intersections .
3.1 Definition . Let (8 be a 2 -filter base on a topo-
logical space X and let xeX. The point x is said to be a
limit point of & in case for every neighborhood N(x) of x
there exists a Be(S such that B <=N(x). In this case <B is said
to converge to x. The point x is said to be a cluster point
of (B if for each neighborhood N(x) of x, N(x) flB^ for all
Be .
The easy proofs of the following facts are omitted. If
% is a $ -filter with base B , then the point xeX is a limit
point (respectively, cluster point) of % if and only if x is a
limit point (respectively, cluster point) of (8 . Let % and 8
be ^ -filters with T? c # . if the point xeX is a limit point
of % , then x is a limit point of 8 , Also, if x is a cluster
point of &J , then x is a cluster point of % . Finally, every
fixed ^ -filter has a cluster point.
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Recall that the collection of all neighborhoods of a
given point x is a Bourbaki filter. Therefore, in the theory
of Bourbaki filters, there always exists a Bourbaki filter
converging to the point x for any xeX. However, this is not
necessarily the case for ^-filters.
Consider the real numbers under the discrete topology.
Let x and y be real numbers and let % consist of those sub-
sets of the reals that contain both of the points x and y.
The collection 3 is closed under finite intersections. Now
let % be any £ -filter that converges to x. The point x is
itself a neighborhood of x and so there must be an Fe'E' such
that F c{ x }. But the points x and y belong to each Z 8 c
which is a contradiction. Hence, there does not exist a
3 -filter that converges to x. The following concept elim-
inates this . situation.
3.2 Definition . For a topological space X, the collection
3 is called a local base if for each point xeX and each
neighborhood N(x) of x there exists a Ze^ such that .
xe int Z cz cn(x) .
Observe that the power set of X is a local base under any
topology on X . It can be shown that if X is_ a Tychonof f space
,
the collection of all zero -sets is a local base ([11], 3.2).
3.3 Lemma . If % is_ a collection of closed subsets of
X that is a local base, then £ is disjunctive.
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Proof : Let Ze£ and x&Z. Then X\Z is open and xeX\Z.
By the local base property there is a Z^cS such that
xe int ZcZ,cXNZ. It then follows that Z n Z, = p so that
$ is disjunctive.
3.^ Lemma . If $ is_ a local base on a topological space
X and xeX, then V(x) = { Ze % : Z i_s_ a neighborhood of x }
is a 3 -filter converging to x.
Proof : The collection V(x) is non-empty because by the
local base property there is a Ze3 such that xeint Z C Z ex.
The empty set is not in V(x) because x belongs to each member
of V(x). Let Z and Z belong to V(x). It follows that
x e (int Z) A (int Z,) czn Z . Then Z Z is in V(x) since
(int Z) a (int Z-.) is open. It also follows that if ZeSand
if Z => B where Be (x), then Z is a neighborhood of x. Hence,
V(x) is a ^-filter. Finally, let N(x) be any neighborhood of
x. Then there is a Ze*j such that xe int ZcZ cN(x) . The set
Z must also be in *V(x) so that x is a limit point of V(x) .
The collection V(x) is called the jj -neighborhood filter
associated w ith the point x. The next result gives additional
information about the 3 -fibers which converge to a particular
point and is used in later work.
3.5 Lemma . For a topological space X, let ^ be a local




( 1) The point x is a limit point of T; if and only
if Mx) c % .
(2) The point x is_ a cluster point of % if and only
if there exists a B
-
filter # converging to x
and satisfyi ng Tjc^J .
Proof : (1) Let x be a limit point of ^ and let Zel/(x).
The set Z is a neighborhood of x so there is a set ¥z% such
that Fez. It follows that Ze % . Hence, V(x)c^ .
Conversely, let V(x) c ^ and let N(x) be any neighborhood of
x. By the local base property there is a Ze$ satisfying
X£ int ZcZcN(x). It follows that Z e V(x) so that Ze^.
Hence, % converges to x.
(2) Let x be a cluster point of ^ and consider
<B = { Be3 : B = POZ, Fe % , Z eV(x) } . The collection S is
non-empty since ^ and V(x) are both non-empty. The .empty set
is not in (B because x is a cluster point of ^ and the elements
of V(x) are neighborhoods of x. Moreover, since ^ and lr(x)
are closed under finite intersections, the same holds true
for (B . By (2.3), (B generates a ,3- fi lter #• It follows
that £c£J and "V(x) o & . Also, by (1) above the point x is a
limit point of $ . Conversely, let T> c$ and let x be a
limit point of $ . Then x is a cluster point of $ and hence
a cluster point of % . This completes the proof.
A question which now naturally arises is whether or not
a 2 -filter has a unique limit point whenever a limit point




3.6 Lemma . If the space X is_ Hausdorff , then ^-filters
which converge have unique limit points . Moreover , if
^ «= IP (X) is_ a local base and if ^-HJ^ters^ which converge
have unique limit points , then the space X is_ Hausdorf f .
Proof : Let X be Hausdorff and let the points x and y
be distinct limit points of a ^-filter % . Then there are
neighborhoods N(x) and N(y) of x and y, respectively,
satisfying N(x) n N(y) = . There exist F-
L
,F2 E'fc such that
F-. cn(x) and F„cN(y). Therefore, the empty set belongs to
T> because F,nF„cN(x)fl N(y) = (f) which contradicts the finite
intersection property of % . Thus no 3 -filter can converge
to two distinct points.
Now, assume that ^ is a local base and that 3-fllters
which converge have unique limit points. Suppose there are
two distinct points x and y in X satisfying N(x) n N(y) ^ ft
for all neighborhoods of x and y. It follows that x is a
cluster point of the ^-neighborhood filter My) • Hence, by
(3.5(2)) there is a
»J
-filter % such that x is a limit point
of i and My)c V . However, from (3.5(1)) the point y is also
a limit point of % which is a contradiction. Therefore there
are neighborhoods N(x) and N(y) of x and y, respectively, such
that N(x) n N(y) = (6 which completes the proof.
Observe that for a Hausdorff space X, if a Ji-flltev *£
converges to a point xe;X, then x is the only cluster point of
Tj . Otherwise, some $ -filter which contains % would have
two distinct limit points. The following corollary relates





3.7 Corollary Let % be_ a local base for a topological
space X and let <U be a fl-ultrafilter . A point xeX is_ a
cluster point of ll if and only if x i_s a limit point of 11 .
Another natural question to ask is whether or not two
distinct 3 -ultrafilters can have a common cluster point.
The next two examples illustrate that different Bourbaki
ultrafilters can indeed have common cluster points.
Let W* = M u { °° } denote the one-point compactification
of the natural numbers M . Let IE and ID represent the even
and the odd integers respectively and let 3 be the power
set of |W * . It can be shown that the two collections
^ = { Zc 2 : ( &s| * \ Z) n IE is finite } and
^ 2
= { Zg 3 : ( /H * x Z) n ID is finite } are both Bourbaki
filters. Then *£, and ^_ are contained in Bourbaki ultra-
filters ^.j and ^2 respectively. Moreover, °\k^ =£ e\X ?
because the collection of all even integers is a member of
'UL while the collection of all odd integers is a member of
°Up. Furthermore, both Ti, and %~ contain "b-(°°) • Hence, the
point » is a limit point, and so a cluster point, of both
rM 1 and *U 2 -
As another example, consider the real numbers under the
indiscrete topology, let $ be the power set of the reals, and
let y be any real number. Then for each real number x, the




The next results reveal that the use of 3-filters for
a suitable collection 3 eliminates the above situation.
It is clear that the point x is a cluster point of the
fixed jj -ultrafilter ^ whenever ^ exists (See (2.17)).
3.8 Lemma . Let X be_ a topological space and let ^ be a
disjunctive collection of closed subsets of X. The point x





ultrafliters cannot have a common
cluster point .
Proof . Let x be a cluster point of % and suppose that
there is a Fe£ such that F£ % . Then x£F so that X\F is
a neighborhood of x. It follows that F (X\F) = (f) which
contradicts the hypothesis that x is a cluster point of % .
Therefore, ^ c % . Conversely, if % a% then x is a
cluster point of T> because x is a cluster point of % .A
Finally, if *"£ is a £ -ultrafilter with cluster point x then
clearly % = % .A
The proof of the following corollary consists of applying
(3.3), (3.7) and (3.8).
3.9 Corollary . If_ X is_ a topological space and % is a
local base consisting of closed subsets of X, then ^ is_ the
unique ^
-
ultrafilter converging to the point x
.
When £ is a disjunctive collection of closed sets, it is
now clear that the map which takes each point xeX into the
3 -ultrafilter % is injective. After it becomes possibleA
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to make a> ( 3 ) into a Hausdorff space, this map will be a
suitable candidate for embedding X into co ( 3 ) • Recall that
Wallman used the collection of all closed subsets of X for
his compactification. The fact that he could apply the normal
separation axiom to his distinguished collection enabled him
to establish a Hausdorff topology for the space of all
ultrafilters of closed subsets. By defining an analogous
property for the collection ^, the collection 0)( 3 ) of all
£ -ultrafilters can be made into a Hausdorff topological
space
.
3.10 Definition . For a non-empty set X the collection
$ is called normal in case for each pair Z, ,Z„e £ satisfying
Z n Z
2
=0 there exist C-^C z% such that ZCX^C,, ZpCX\C




It is easily seen that the power set of X is a normal
collection. I_f X i_s a Tychonof f space
,
it can be shown that
the collection of all zero-sets is normal ([11], 1.15). Also,
if X is a normal space, the collection of all closed subsets
of X is a normal collection.
The following lemma from ([33], 1.3) characterizes
^ -ultrafilters for normal collections.
3.11 Lemma . If
>J is_ a normal collection and if % i_s_ a





filter ^ is a 3-ultrafilter .
(2) For each Z e 3 , Z A F *s for all F e % implies
that Zz% .
(3) For each Ze^ , either Z e % or there exists
a Z^ such that Z^xnZ and Z, e % .
Proof : (1) implies (2). Let Ze3 satisfying ZnF*£ for
all Fe % . By (2.4), ^U{Z} is contained in a 2 -filter 8.
Since T; is maximal it follows that T;= ^ U {Z} = £J .
Hence, Z belongs to T; .
(2) implies (3). Let ZeH and Z$ % . By the hypothesis
there is a Fe^ satisfying Z OF = 0. Because 3 i- s normal,









(3) implies (1). Suppose there is a 2-filter # that
properly contains % . Then there is a Ze# such that Zq.% .
By hypothesis there exists a Z,e^ satisfying Z. £ X \ Z and
Z,el>. It follows that Z,e# and Z fl Z =0 which is a
contradiction. Therefore, ^ is a 3 -ultrafilter
.
Notice that (3.11 (1) implies (2)) does not require the
normal property . This observation will be Useful later.
The theory that has been developed thus far in this
manuscript has been achieved primarily by placing restrictions
on the collection $ . These restrictions were largely moti-
vated by properties of the power set, zero-sets in a
Tychonoff space, or the closed sets in a normal space. Next,
it will be helpful to consider certain types of 3 -filters.
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Let % be a Bourbaki filter and let A and B be subsets
of X. It is easy to show that % is a Bourbaki ultrafilter
if and only if whenever A Be % then AcTf or Be^ . However,
this result is not true for % -filters as the following
example illustrates. Let X be the natural numbers and let
8 = { {1,2}, (2,3), {2} , {1,2, 3), 0} which is a ring of
sets. Then % = { {2,3>, (1,2,3) ) is a ^-filter satisfying
Ae*?> or Be^ whenever A UBeT; . But ^ is clearly not a
£ -ultrafilter. These observations motivate the next
definition.
3.12 Definition . A 3-filter % is said to be prime in
case A, Be $ and A U Be^ implies Ae^ or B e^ .
3 . 13 Lemma . If ^ is_ a ^-ultrafilter , then °U is_ prime .
Proof : Let A U Be^ and A$1l. Then by (3.11 (1) implies
(2)) there is an Fe°\\ such that A OF =0. It follows that
BHF#0 since Fn(AUB)=£0 . Suppose B£ 'U . Then there is
a Zefy satisfying Z /IB - i> . A contradiction will then be
reached because (F/1Z) fl(AUB) =^ would belong to 'U . There-
fore, either Ae'U or Be'W. .
3.1^ Lemma . Lf 3 is. & normal collection that is a ring
of sets , then every prime $
-
filter is embeddable in a unique
$ -ultrafilter .
Proof : Let Ue a prime ^-filter. By (2.11) there is
a % -ultrafilter 11 containing % . Now suppose % is contained
in a 3 -ultrafilter %. where lOA'lL . Then there exist Aefy and
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B e Ui such that AOB=0 as a consequence of (3.11 (2)).
By the normality of 3 there exist C-.,Cpe;3 satisfying AcX^C-.,
B CX\ C
2
and (X \ C
±






Since 2 is a ring of sets X e J so that C^ U C e # .
Without loss of generality, by the primeness of c assume
C1 e'S .
Then C ell and since Acx\C, it follows that the
empty set is in % which is a contradiction and therefore
completes the proof.
The following lemma from ([33], 1.3) investigates the
convergence properties of prime ^-filters.
3.15 Lemma . Let X be a T-. -topological space and let
Q be a local base that is also a base for the closed subsets
of X. If xeX and if ^ is a prime $ -filter on X, then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) The point x is a cluster point of % .
(2) The $ -filter % converges to x.
(3) (\{ F: F£^} = { x }.
Proof : Let x be a cluster point of % . Then xe n(F : F e T;
}
because x must be in the closure of each FeT; and the members
of % are closed sets. Now let N(x) be a neighborhood of x.
By the local base property, there is a Ze2 such that
xe int ZcZ cN(x) . Hence the set XMnt Z does not contain
the point x. Since $ is a base for the closed sets, there
exists a Z,eJ satisfying X\int ZcZ, and x^Z . Hence
xe X\Z c int ZcZ. Therefore, Z £ T; . However, Z UZ = X
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belongs to u because Xe>J whenever B is a base for the
closed sets. Hence, by the primeness of % the set Z belongs
to % . Therefore % converges to x.
(2) implies (3). Let Tr converge to x. It has already
been observed that xefl{P : Fe % } . Suppose yen{ P : Pe % }
and y^x. Since X is a T,-space, the set X\{ y} is a
neighborhood of x. It follows that there is a Z c ^ such
that Zcx\{ y }. The hypothesis that y c n{ F : Pe % } has
thus been contradicted.
The fact that (3) implies (1) is immediate.
The last result suggests the possibility that when a prime
£ -filter % converges to a point x then % is equal to the
3 -ultrafilter *% . The following example illustrates that
this is not necessarily the case.
Let X be the real numbers under the Euclidean topology
and let J = { Z = cl Z c fP(X) : is not an accumulation
point of Z and on the boundary of Z }. Notice that the only
closed intervals that do not belong to $ are those which have
as an end point. The collection % is shown to be a ring
of sets as follows. Let Z-. ,Z„e % . Now suppose is an
accumulation point of Z, fi Z„. Then for every neighborhood
N(0) of 0, N(0) f\ ((Z-j^n Z
2
) \{0})£^ must hold. It follows
that is an accumulation point of both Z, and Z„ so that
is not on the boundary of either Z, or Zp. Therefore, is
not on the boundary of Z,!"! Z„. Thus for any Z, ,Z
? e ^ ,
Z, Z„e 2 - Next suppose is an accumulation point of
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Z U Z where Z,,Z_e 3 • In the following argument it is
sufficient to consider only open intervale about since
the open intervals form a base for the open sets. If is
an accumulation point of Z, , then £ int Z, by the way the
3 sets are defined. In this case, is not on the boundary
of Z,U Zp. On the other hand, if is not an accumulation
point of Z-, then there is an open interval N(0) about such
that N(0) (Z
1
\ {0}) = <f> . It follows that is an accumula-
tion point of Zp and is not on the boundary of Z, V Z .
Hence for any Z-^Z^ 3 , Z 1 U Zpc 3 •
Moreover, the following argument shows that ^ is a local
base. To see this, observe that for any point x and any open
interval N(x) = (x-a, x+b) about x, the closed interval
Z = [x-a/2, x+b/2] belongs to 3 unless x-a/2 = or
x-b/2 = and xe int ZczcN(x). In case an endpoint is
equal to 0, then Z-. = [x-a/3, x+b/3] belongs to 3 anc* k
xe int Z, CZ,CN(x). Therefore, J is a local base.
Next, it will be shown that ^ is a base for the closed
sets. Since any closed set F is the union of a collection of
non-overlapping closed intervals, F belongs to 3 provided
is not an end point of one of these closed intervals. Suppose
F is the union of a collection £ of non-overlapping closed
intervals where [0,b] belongs to this collection. Then
U { C : Ce £ }\[0,b]e: $ and, since [-l/n,b]ej for each
neW and [0,b] = n{ [-l/n,b] : ne N } ,
{ ( U{ C : Ce f } N [0,b])U[-l/n,b] : ne/Sl) = F . Hence,
£ is a base for the closed sets.
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Furthermore , the collection % - { Ze 3 : Oe int Z } is
a prime >} -filter converging to 0. To see that % is prime,
let A, Be 3 ™ith AV3e % . Hence, Oe int (AUB). Without
loss of generality, let OeA. If Oe int A, then Ae 't • So
suppose 0$ int A. Then can not be an accumulation point
of A by the defining properties of $ . Therefore, there is
a neighborhood N(0) of disjoint from A\{0} . Also, there
is a neighborhood N-.(0) of which is contained in AUB
because Oe int (AUB). Then N(0) ft N,(0) c A U B. It follows
that N(0)HN
1
(0)CB so that Oe int B and Be ^ . Hence ^ is
prime
.
However, % U { } clearly generates a ^ -filter that
properly contains % .
The clusterable ^-filters form another special class of
£ -filters. A 3 -filter % on a topological space X is called
clusterable in case ¥ converges to each of its cluster points.
This notion has been investigated in ([33], 1.3) and is
useful in the study of compactness for uniform spaces. How-
ever, there is no special theory concerning these 3 -filters
and so only their existence is mentioned here. Observe that
every prime % -filter is clusterable.
Generally, the intersection of a collection of members of
a $ -filter % does not belong to % when there are more than
finitely many elements in the collection. For instance, the
proof that 3 was a base for the closed sets in the last
example revealed that the intersection of a countable
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collection of members of % need not even be an element of $ .
In fact, the Intersection of countably many elements of
% may be the empty set. Let X be the natural numbers and
consider the Bourbaki filter rt= { Z c. [f (x) : X \ Z is
finite }. Then X \ {n} belongs to T; for each ne IK) and
n { X\ {n}e % : nc ftj } = 0.
3.16 Definition . A 3 -filter % is said to have the
countable intersection property in case the intersection of
every countable collection of members of % is non-empty. The
£ -filter % is said to be closed under countable intersections
in case the intersection of every countable collection of
members of % belongs to % .
Recall that in Section I realcompact spaces were defined.
The following equivalent formulation is more useful in con-
structing realcompactifications . The proof is omitted (See
[33], 2.5.1).
3.17 Lemma . A Tychonoff space X is_ realcompact if and
only if every zero-set -ultrafilter on X with the countable
intersection property is fixed .
Observe from (2.15) that every compact space is realcompact
When £ is a local base, the % -neighborhood filter V(x)
provides an example of a ^-filter with the countable inter-
section property that is not closed under countable inter-
sections. However, the following lemma proves the equivalence
of these concepts under certain conditions.
hi

3.18 Lemma. I_f £ is_ closed under countable Intersections,
then a £
-
ultrafilter has the countable Intersection property
if and only if it is closed under countable intersections .
Proof : Let llbe a 3 -ultrafilter with the countable
intersection property. Let £ be a countable collection of
members of % and denote the intersection of the members of
]S by Z. For any Ae'K the collection £U{ A } is still
countable so that ZHA^0 . By (2.4) the collection ^U { Z }
generates a 3 -filter %. It follows that <U= % and
Ze^ =(rU. . Hence *U is closed under countable intersections.
It is clear that if °)X is closed under countable intersections
then it has the countable intersection property because the
empty set is not in °iX •
The proof of the next lemma, which provides an example of
a realcompact space, is omitted. It may be found in ([33] s
2.5.2).
3.19 Lemma , A Tychonoff space X i_s_ Lindelof if and only
if every zero -set- filter ( T. -filter ) on X with the countable
intersection property is fixed .
Hence, when a space X is Lindelof every t, -filter, and
in particular every ^-ultrafilter, with the countable inter-
section property is fixed and so X is realcompact by (3.17).
Hence, every second countable Tychonof f space is realcompact
as is every separable metric space. In fact, every subspace
of a Euclidean space is realcompact.
M2

In view of the above results a natural question to ask
is whether or not an arbitrary 3~filter with the countable
intersection property can be embedded in a ^-ultrafilter
with the countable intersection property. An example where
such an embedding cannot take place is given in ([33], 2.8).
Briefly, the set of all real numbers X is made into a topo-
logical space E by defining a base for the open sets to be
the intervals of the form (a,b] = { xe X : a < x <_ b } . It is
shown that the product space E x E is realcompact but
not Lindelof. Suppose every ^-filter with the countable
intersection property is embeddable in a £-ultrafilter with
the countable intersection property. Since E x E is real-
compact, it would follow that every fc-filter with the
countable intersection property is fixed. Then by (3.19)
3
E x E is Lindelof which is a contradiction. Hence, such an
y y
embedding is not generally possible.
The introduction of the following concepts will allow for
such an embedding in the case of prime ^-filters. Moreover,
the collection of zero-sets on a Tychonoff space enjoys these
properties. Both ideas will be incorporated into a stronger
notion which turns out to be useful in the Wallman-type real-
compactification
.
3.20 Definition . A non-empty collection 3 is said to be
a delta ring of sets in case % is a ring of sets that is closed
under countable intersections. The collection $ is said to be
complement generated in case for each ZC$ there exists a
sequence { C : ne N } of complements of members of ^ satisfying
Z = 0{ C : neM } .
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The following lemma is due to M. Weir and is Theorem
3.16 of ([33], 1.3).
3.21 Lemma . If 3 is_ a delta ring of sets on X that Is
normal and complement generated
,
then every prime %
-
filter
with the countable intersection property is embeddable in a
unique %-ultrafilter with the countable intersection
property .
Proof : Let % be a prime ^-filter on X with the countable
intersection property. By (2.11) and (3.1*0, % is contained
in a unique ^-ultrafilter
"ty . Suppose there exists a
countable collection { Z : n z fKl } of members of 'U which has
empty intersection. Then the family {X\Z : neM } is a
countable cover of X. Since $ is complement generated, for
each nthi there exists a sequence { C . : it In } of complements
of members of 3 such that Z = fl{ C . : ie IN } . It follows
that X = U{ X\Z : nekl} = U t ,U. ., Z / . where each z' ,6 3n MneftJ ie/n n,i n,i
and X\C . = Z / .CXNZ . Then (after suitable re-labeling)
n,i n,i n °
the countable collection { Z : ne M } covers X. For each
n
neftJ , it is possible to select an index i such that




Z. c X s JL and (X \ Z^) a (X \ Zp) = . It
_
n
follows that Z, U Zp = X and that each of Z, and Zp can meet
only one of the sets Z and Z. . Since $ is a ring of sets,
n
it also follows that Xe 3 • Hence Xz't so that by the primeness
of %, B £% where B = Z~, or B = Z~n . Moreover, B ell so thatn n l n «- n
HU

B fl Z. *0 • fence B ft z' = <f>n ^
n n n
must hold. Therefore n{ B : n W } o ft{ x\Z^ : n N} = .lit- lit-
The countable intersection property of t has thus been
contradicted. Therefore, there does not exist a countable
subcollection of *U with empty intersection.
Notice that (3-21) is valid for the collection of zero-
sets on a Tychonoff space.
In studying the problem associated with obtaining
Hausdorff compactifications of an arbitrary Tychonoff space,
Frink [10] generalized Wallman's method by using the following
concept
.
3.22 Definition. Let X be a topological space. The
collection £ is a normal base on X in case 3 is a ring of
sets that is disjunctive, normal, and a base for the closed
sets
.
It is clear that in a Tychonoff space X the collection
7j (X) of all zero-sets is a normal base.
For a normal base 3 on a Tychonoff space X, Frink made
the collection w( ^ ) of all % -ultrafilters into a topological
space in the following way. The collection of all sets of the
form Z = { 't eeo( % ) : Ze%) for Ze$ is taken as a base for the
closed sets. To see that these sets form a base for the
closed sets, it is sufficient to show the collection is




2c% . It follows that Z 1 U Z^% so that ^(Z^Z )w . By
(3.13) the 3 -ultrafilter % is prime so that the argument is
reversible. Therefore, Zu I) z! = (Z UZ )w .
Because 2 is a disjunctive collection of closed subsets
of X, from (3.8) it follows that the \ -filter
% - { Ze 3 : xcZ } is the unique 2-ultrafilter converging
to the point x. Hence, the mapping f from X into to ( 3 )
defined by f(x) = % is infective. Furthermore, f is a
homeomorphism from X onto f[X]. For let Ze£ be a basic
closed set. Then ^ef[Z] if and only if %= % for some xeZ
It follows that Ze % so that ? eZ . Hence
,
x x '
TjefLXjflZ . The argument is reversible so that
f[z] = f[X] nzw .
The next argument proves that every non-empty basic open
set in w( £ ) meets f[X] from which it may be concluded that
f[X] is dense in (u( jj ) . A non-empty, basic open set of t»)( £ )
is of the form U = { %£.u>( 3 ) • there exists kz% such that
AcU and (X\U)e^ }. In a manner similar to that of the
previous paragraph it follows that f[U] = f[X] flU for every
3
goMoreover, if U is non-empty,
then f[U] is non-empty and hence f[X] nU is also non-empty.
Furthermore, the space 00 ( "% ) is Hausdorff . Let T;, and
% 2 be distinct 3 -ultrafliters . Then by (3.11(2)), there
exist Z-.e't.. and Z„e z
?
satisfying Z, (\ Z
?
= <P . Since 3 is









and (X \ C,)n (X n C
?



















Finally, the space w( 3 ) is compact . For let $w be a
collection of closed sets in u) ( 3) with the finite inter-
section property. It is sufficient to consider $w as a
collection of basic closed sets. Let = { Ze$: Zw e$w } . It
is easily seen that $ has the finite intersection property.
Therefore, it follows that there is a 3 _ultrafilter % such
that $ eg. if ze $, then Z e^ so that #e Zw . It follows that
1j belongs to the intersection of the members of $w .
It has thus been established that co ( 3 ) is a compact
Hausdorff space that contains a dense homeomorphic copy of X.
Furthermore, Frink showed that when 3 is the collection
Z (X) of all zero-sets, the space w( 3) i- s precisely the
Stone-Coch compactification £X (within a homeomorphism) . It
can be shown that when >? is the collection of zero-sets of
those continuous functions on X that are constant on the
complement of some compact subset of X, the space co( $ ) is
the Alexandroff one-point compactification [1].
The normal base concept plays another important role in
the study of topological spaces because it furnishes an inter-
nal characterization of completely regular T, -spaces. A T,
-
topological space is completely regular if and only if it has
a normal base . The necessity follows from the fact that the
zero-sets are a normal base for a Tychonoff space. Conversely,
when a T. -space has a normal base, then it has a Frink compact!'
fication and is thus completely regular.
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Alo and Shapiro introduced the following concept which
generalizes the normal base property and is useful in
constructing Wallman-type realcompactif i cat ions of a
Tychonoff space.
3.23 Definite on . Let X be a topological space. A
collection J is a strong delta normal base on X in case 3 is
a delta ring of sets that is a normal base and complement
generated.
From previous results and remarks, it is clear that the
collection Z(X) of all zero-sets is a strong delta normal
base when X is a Tychonoff space. In fact, it can be shown
that every strong delta normal base is a subcollect ion of the
zero-sets CL33], 2.7-8).
For a strong delta normal base 3 on a Tychonoff space X,
Alo and Shapiro considered the collection p( B ) = C^£w( 3 ) : ^
has the countable intersection property} . Moreover, they
showed that p( 3 ) considered as a subspace of w( •} ) is a real-
compact space that contains a dense homeomorphic copy of X.
They also showed that if 3 is the collection of all zero-sets,
then p( 3 ) is precisely the Hewitt realcompactification vX.
Furthermore, every G. - set in p( 3 ) meets the homeomorphic
image of X. Their work may be found in [3].
In the above work, Alo and Shapiro also give an example
to show that different strong delta normal bases may produce
different realcompactifications . An open question is whether
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or not every realcompactification is of the form p( B) for
some strong delta normal base or w ( 3 ) for some normal base
(since compactlfications are realcompactifications ). E.
Stelner has studied this question in [28] and introduced the
following concept.
3.2^ Definition . Let X be a non-empty set. The collection
£ is said to be nest generated if for each Ze$ there exists
a sequence { Z e 3 : ne IM } of elements of 3 and a sequence
{ C : ncM } of complements of members of 3 such that
Z = 0{ Z
r





for e ach n e |tf .
The next result is due to Weir [^].
3.25 Lemma . Let X be a non -empty set . The collection
£ is_ a nest generated delta ring if and only if 3 is_ a normal
complement generated delta ring .
Proof : Let 3 be nest generated and let A,BeJ with
AOB =0. Then there are sequences { A : neftJ } and
{ B : nsfhl } in 2 whose intersections are A and B respec-
tively. Also there are sequences { X\C : nek\ ) and
{ X\D : neM } of complements of 3 sets such that
XXC^CA^CXSC CA and X\D j ,cb j ,cx\D cb forn+1 n+1 n n n+1 n+1 n n
each n e IKI . Let P = U{ (X \ C ) (\ (X \ B ) : neM) and
Q = U{ (X \ D ) H (X \A ) : ne /M } . These are disjoint comple-
ments of members of 3. For suppose xeP. Then xe(X\C ) and
xe (X\B ) for some n. It follows that if x e (X\Am ) then




holds for xe Q. By re-writing P and QasP = X\fi{CUB :n£ lH}
and Q = X\ft{ Dn U Ar : ne f^ } , it is clear that they are
complements of 3 sets. Furthermore Acp and BcQ. For
suppose xeA. Since AOB =0 and B = { B : ne Ihl } 9 there is
an n such that xeX\B . It is clear that xeX\C . Hence
n n
xe('X\A )H(X\B ) so xe P . Similarly for Q. Therefore 3 is
normal. Finally let Ze $ . Then there exists a sequence
{ A : ne IN) } in 3 and a sequence { C : ne|f] } of complements
of A sets which satisfy the nest generating property. From
the facts that Z = fl{ A : ne ftj} and the nest generating
property, it is clear that Z= fl{C : ne M } . Hence B is
complement generated.
Conversely, let 3 be a normal, complement generated delta
ring. Let Ze 3 • Since 3 is complement generated,
Z = f\{ X \ Z : neN } where each Z e3 • Since ZnZ, = <j) , by
the normality of $ there exist sets A, ,B-.e2 such that











. Define aJ by X\a[ = X\(A-L UZ 2 ). Then
A^e3 • Moreover, (X\A^)nZ
2
=0 and Z CX \ A^ c B
1
c X \ Z
±
as
is easily versified. Next there exist sets Ap,B„e3 such that











) = . Hence,















by X \ A
2







e3 and (X \ A^) H Z = . Also Z cx\ A^ cB 2 CX \ a[ CB 1 .
By induction define sequences {A : ne: ft/ } and
{ B : ne ft\]} in J as follows: Assume that for i = 1, •••, k
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kthe sets A. and B. have been defined such that
(1) B.cx^- Z
±
(2) (x \Ai ) n z i+1 = <p.
(3) Z c. X \ a! c b. c X\ A/ n cB. ,v J/ 11 l-l l-l
Then since Z A A, =0, there exist sets A, ... and B,
,
, suchk k+1 k+1
that Z cx\ Ak+1 , A^ CX\Bk+1 and (X \Ak+1 ) n (XVB^) = j6 .
Thus Z cXnA.^ CB, ^,CX\ a/ c B, . Define A,'' , by X \ a' , =k+1 k+1 k k k+1 k+1
X\(Ak+1 UZk+2 ). Then a£+1e3 and Z c X \ A k+1 C BR+1 c X \ AR c B
Also, (X\A^
+1 )nZ R+2 =0 and Bk+1 c x ^ A ' • It: then follows
that Z = n{ B : n e fKJ } from the fact that B cx\ Z forin n & in j n n
every ne [n . Hence, $ is nest generated.
3.25(1) Remark. E. Steiner defined a collection 3 of
closed sets as separating in case for any xeX and any closed




and Z, f\ Z ? = . Actually, the preceding result (3-25)
states that a collection 3 2X closed sets is a separating nest
generated delta ring if and only if % is_ a strong delta
normal base .
After (3-25) a natural question to ask is whether or not
a complement generated delta ring is nest generated. The
following example answers this question negatively.
Let X be the natural numbers and let ^= { Z c fP(X) : Z
has finitely many points }. Clearly % is a delta ring. Let





= { min [X\Z] }, Z
2
= { min [Z\(ZUZ ) },
•• • Z
±
= { min [X\(ZUZ
1
• • • UZ.^] }••. Each Z. consists
of a single point. Hence Z.eJ for each i. Also
Z = n( X\Z i : ie frvf } for suppose neZ. Then n£Z. for each i
so that ne n ( X \ Z : ie /Nj } . On the other hand suppose
nef\{ X\Z. : ie /Kl } . If niZ eventually { n } = Z some m.i m
Hence n$X\Z . This would lead to a contradiction. Thus neZ
m
and equality has been proven. However $ is not nest generated,
For suppose it is. Then C Ll cz . -, C- C cZ where Z ,-,£% and^ n+1 n+1 n n n+1 H
thus contains finitely many points. But C ,, is the comple-
ment of a 2 set an^ thus has infinitely many points with
C
, t c. Z , , which is impossible.n+1 n+1 ^
Except for a few results on tracing when >J-filters were
first introduced, this concept has not been explored in this
thesis. The remainder of this section will concentrate on
this area
3.26 Lemma . Let A ex be_ a non -empty subset of the set
X such that % C\ A^ . The following statements are true .
(1) If 3 is, 3
-




(2) If g is a delta ring of sets then % n A is a
delta ring of sets .
( 3
)
If 3 is_ complement generated then $ A is comple ^
ment generated .
Proof : (1) Let Z^ Jn A and xeA \ Z . Then xfcZ where
ZO A = Z.. Since 3 is 3 -disjunctive , there is a Z e^ such
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that xez/ and Z 7 n Z =
. Then xeZ^ = Z / A and Z^fiZ = ^ .
Hence ^ A is 3 A-disjunctive
.
(2) Let ZA,Z^AA. Then Z A U Z^ = ( ZflA) U( z'fiA) =
(ZUZ )n A where 1 Z' z% . Since ,3 is closed under finite
unions, it follows that Z
A
UZ^JnA. Let { Zn.e ? n A : ne JM }
be a countable collection of subsets of B^A, Then
ft { Z^ : neM) = f){ Zn HA : ne ftj } = n{ Zn : ne fo| } nA where
each Z e 5 . Since $ is closed under countable intersections,
it follows that fl{ Z^e J : n£ [|y| } e g n A. Hence g n A is
a delta ring of sets.
(3) Let Z A£ % (\ A where Z A = Z f\ A with Ze3- Since
g is complement generated, Z = Z H A = (\{ X\Zn : ne/H> u A =
H{ A\(Zn 0A) : ne/^J} = (\ { A \ Z£ : ne M } where
Z. = Z Ac ^ n A. Hence ^ n A is complement generated.
The next lemma obtains similar results for properties
defined on a topological space.
3.27 Lemma . Let X be_ a topological space and let A£X
such that ^ f\ A =£ <f> . The following statements are true .
(1) If 3 is_ a base for the closed sets in X then
3 n A is_ a base for the closed sets in A.
( 2
)
If ^ is_ a disjunctive collection in X then £ [) A
is a disjunctive collection in A.




Proof : (1) Let F be a closed subset of A. Then
F
A
= F HA where F is a closed subset of X. Since 5 is a base
for the closed sets, F
A
= F n A = f|{ Z
n
e 3 : ne /NJ} f\ A =
{ Z
n HA : ne/^1) = 0{ Z^ : ne IM } where each Z^g^AA.
Hence ? f]A is a base for the closed sets.
(2) Let F be a closed subset of A and let xeA\F. .
Then xe F where F is a closed subset of X and F. = F f| A.
Because £ is disjunctive, there exists Ze^ such that xe Z and
Z F =
.
It follows that xe ZA = Z n A and Z A /1FA = $ . Hence
^ (1 A is disjunctive.
(3) Let xeA and let N.(x) be a neighborhood of x
in A. Then there is a neighborhood N(x) of x in X such that
N(x) HA = N.(x). Since % is a local base, there is a ZejJ
such that xe int ZcZcN(x) . It follov/s that xe(int Z) (\ A c
ZnAcN(x) H A so that xe int.Z cZ cN (x) where Z (\ A =
Z.e 3 H A. Hence H HA is a local base.
So far the properties that were imposed earlier on ^ have
traced down to a subset or subspace very easily. Unfortunately
this is not the case for a normal collection. The next
example which is similar to one in [28] demonstrates this fact.
Let X =
ftsj u { } and let
3 - { ZeJP(X) : Z is a singleton point, X\Z is a singleton
point, Z consists of all points of the form 4n+3 for neX and
0, or Z consists of all points of the form 4n for neX ) . It
is readily verified that J is a normal collection.
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Let A = ftj and consider % f\ A. The two sets Z, =
{ kn : ne M } and Z 2 = { In + 3 : n£ N 1 belong to 3 A A
and Z, f\ Z„ = . However, Z, and Z
?
are not contained in
complements of sets from % f\ A whose intersection is empty.
Thus ^ H A is not normal.
The concept of nest generated is useful in obtaining
meaningful conditions where p n A is normal. First, it must
be shown that the property of nest generated traces to % C\ A.
3.2 8 Lemma . Let X be_ a non -empty set and let Ac X with
^ n A "=£ . I_f ^ is_ nest generated then £ A is nest
generated
.
Proof : Let ZnAe$f\A. Since $ is nest generated, there
exist sequences { Z : nejj} and { C : n e/N) such that
Z = n { Z : n E JkI } and C^CZ^CC CZ for each n e /hi. Then11
1
n ,r* J n+1 n+1 n n
ZnA =fl {Z
n
: nefo]} HA = n{Z
n







A A c Z
n
H A for each n z M. But Cn flA = Dr
where D is the complement of a % A set. Hence, % n A Is
nest generated.
3.29 Corollary . Let A be a non -empty subset of X such
that 3 A A =fz <p . If J is a normal , complement generated delta
ring , then >J n A is_ a normal collection .
Proof : By (3.25), 3 is nest generated. By (3.26) and
(3-28), J f| A is a nest generated delta ring. Hence, by (3-25),




The theory of Bourbaki filters can be utilized in
determining whether a given function is continuous. Recall
that for a function f from a space X into a space x' and
a Bourbaki filter ton X, the collection f(£) = {f(F) : Fe Y }
is a filter base on X / . However, if $ and $' are sub-
collections of X and x' respectively and % is a ^-filter the
collection f ( *|j ) is not necessarily a $ -filter because
f(F) is not in general a member of >} . This section is
concerned with relating ^-filters and continuity.
4.1 Lemma . Let ^ and £' be_ collections of subsets of
the topological spaces X and X' respectively and let *£ be_
a %-filter 2H x< Ul f iiL §. function from X into X
/ satis -
fying f (F) e J 7 for all Fe £, then f ( "£ ) is_ a ^-filter base .
Proof : Since % is non-empty, the same is true of













2 ). By {2 A) f{%) is a ;| -filter base
.
The above result suggests a possible approach to obtaining
% -filters. However, the fact that for a continuous func-
tion the pr;-- -image of open sets and closed sets are, respec-
tively, open sets and closed sets while the same need not




. A function f from a space X into a
space X 7 is called ^-continuous in case f [Z'jejj for each
z'eS'-
4.3 Lemma . If % and %f are bases for the closed sets
of X and X / and if the function f : X ->X / is_ g -continuous
,
then f i_s_ continuous
.
Proof : Let F / be a closed set in X / . Since JJ' is a
base for the closed sets, P' = n{ z'e 3' : AG A ) • Then
A
f~1 [F / ] = H{ f_1 C z/ 3 : AeA > which is closed because
f~ [Z ' ]e 3 for each AeA . Hence, f is continuous.
4 .
4
Lemma . If ^ is_ the collection of all closed subsets
of X, if % is_ a base for the closed sets of x > and if the
function f : X+X' i_s_ continuous
,
then f is ^ -continuous .
Proof : For any closed set F / in x' it follows that
f~1 [F / ] = fU f~1 [Z
x
/ ] : AeA } . Since f is continuous,
f~1 [Z
A
/ ] is closed for each AeA. Hence f~1 [F / ]e 2 and f
is ^-continuous.
As the collection f( *£ ) is used in Bourbaki filters for
a filter base in the range space, the following collection
plays a similar role for 3 -filters. For a function f from
X into X^ and a ^ -filter % denote the collection
{ Z'e 3' : f^CZ^e £} by f#% .
4.5 Lemma . Let the function f : X-*-X / be_ 3 -continuous
and let % be a g-filter . If f #ri is non -empty , then f #/£




Proof : The empty set does not belong to f % because
f('F)*0 for any Fe % . Let Z^ and Z 1 belong to f #/^ . Then
f~ 1 [Z^] and f_1 [Z^] are members of % . Now,
f
-1 [Z^nz^] = f~ 1 [Z^] of~ 1 CZ^]G^ and so zJnZ^ f# ? • Le t
Z^' contain a member Z / of f # ^ . Then f ~ 1 [z'] => f ~ 1 [Z / ]
and f~1 [Z / ]e
r
^. It follows that Z^ef #ri . Therefore, ? #r%
is a S'-filter.
4.6 Definition . Let f be a function from X into X / and
let % be a ^ -filter. The point yeX / i_s_ called a limit
point of f with respect to ^in case f % is a ^'-filter with
limit point y.
4.7 Lemma. Let f be_ a function from X int
o
X^ and let
% be_ a ^-filter . If y is_ a limit point of f with respect
to %> then for every neighborhood N(y) of y there exists
F£^ such that f(F)cN(y). •
Proof : Let N(y) be a neighborhood of y. Since y is a
limit point of f #r£, there is a Z / e ft such that Z 1 c N(y)
and f~ 1 [Z / ] = Fe ^. It follows that f [F] c Z / c N(y ) .
The following corollary follows immediately from (4.7).
4.8 Corollary . Let f be a function from X into X / and
let 3 be a local base . If f ^ V ( x ) is a ^-filter with limit
point f(x) , then f is_ continuous at x.
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4.9 Lemma . Let f be a function from X into X / and let
3 and %' be local bases . If f i_s_ 3 -continuous and
continuous at xeX, then f lr(x) is_ a ^-filter with limit
point f (x)
.
Proof : Let N(f(x)) be a neighborhood of f(x). Then
there is a Z / eJ / such that f(x)eint z' c z'cN( f (x) ) . Since
f is continuous, it follows that f" [int Z / ] is a neighbor-
hood of x. Then there is a Ze£ such that
xe int Z c z cf~1 [int Z / ] and so ZeV(x). Since f is
£ -continuous, f
"
1 [Z / ]e V(x) . Hence z'e^Mx) so by (4.5),
f V(x) is a 3-filter - It follows that f(x) is a limit
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zero -sets and then the Wallman compactification . The concept of
realcompactification is also mentioned. Section II introduces the
concept of S -filters and exhibits many of the elementary facts about
these generalized filters.
The beginning of Section III deals with the convergence of
£ -filters. The Frink or Wallman -type compact ification of a
Tychonoff space is presented in detail. The generalization of this
method in constructing realcompactifications in Tychonoff spaces is
also discussed. The Section closes with the presentation of some
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